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[1] Transpolar voltages observed during traversals of the polar cap by the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F-13 spacecraft during 2001 are analyzed
using the expanding-contracting polar cap model of ionospheric convection. Each of the
10,216 passes is classified by its substorm phase or as a steady convection event (SCE)
by inspection of the AE indices. For all phases, we detect a contribution to the
transpolar voltage by reconnection in both the dayside magnetopause and in the cross-
tail current sheet. Detection of the IMF influence is 97% certain during quiet intervals
and >99% certain during substorm/SCE growth phases but falls to 75% in substorm
expansion phases: It is only 27% during SCEs. Detection of the influence of the
nightside voltage is only 19% certain during growth phases, rising during expansion
phases to a peak of 96% in recovery phases: During SCEs, it is >99%. The voltage
during SCEs is dominated by the nightside, not the dayside, reconnection. On
average, substorm expansion phases halt the growth phase rise in polar cap flux
rather than reversing it. The main destruction of the excess open flux takes place during
the 6- to 10-hour interval after the recovery phase (as seen in AE) and at a rate
which is relatively independent of polar cap flux because the NENL has by then
retreated to the far tail. The best estimate of the voltage associated with viscous-like
transfer of closed field lines into the tail is around 10 kV.
Citation: Lockwood, M., M. Hairston, I. Finch, and A. Rouillard (2009), Transpolar voltage and polar cap flux during the substorm
cycle and steady convection events, J. Geophys. Res., 114, A01210, doi:10.1029/2008JA013697.
1. Introduction
[2] Many publications overmany years have demonstrated
the relationship between ionospheric transpolar voltage and
the electric field (as measured in the Earth’s frame of
reference) in the interplanetary medium impinging on the
magnetosphere [Reiff et al., 1981; Cowley, 1981, 1984;
Doyle and Burke, 1983; Nishida, 1983; Wygant et al., 1983;
Reiff et al., 1985; Reiff and Luhmann, 1986; Ahn et al.,
1992; Boyle et al., 1997; Hairston et al., 1998; Lu et al.,
2002a, 2002b; Hairston et al., 2003; Papitashvili and Rich,
2002; Shepherd et al., 2002; Bristow et al., 2004; Nakata et
al., 2004; Hairston et al., 2005; Ridley, 2005; Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007]. These studies,
either explicitly or implicitly, assumed steady state condi-
tions because the ionospheric flow pattern and voltage are
studied as a function of the prevailing conditions (interplan-
etary or geomagnetic) with no allowance made for the
prior history of those conditions [Lockwood, 1991]. For
steady state conditions, the interplanetary electric field in
the ‘‘Stern gap’’ (the region in undisturbed interplanetary
space, outside the bow shock, where field lines are the
extensions of open magnetospheric field lines) can be
envisaged as mapping down the open field lines to the
diameter of the ionospheric polar cap. Averaged over a
sufficiently long interval, the magnetosphere is well
described by steady state and this is a valid concept;
however, on shorter timescales the time derivatives of the
magnetic field B mean that the electric field is not curl-free
and the steady state mapping does not apply [Lockwood et
al., 1990; Lockwood and Cowley, 1992; Cowley and
Lockwood, 1992]. The concept of the accumulation and
loss of open flux in the magnetosphere (which therefore
inductively decouples interplanetary electric fields from
ionospheric ones) is central to our knowledge of the sub-
storm cycle [e.g., Holzer et al., 1986]. Russell [1972] first
sketched the forms of the ionospheric convection patterns
that must apply on timescales shorter than the duration of
substorm cycles. However, an understanding of how one
can reconcile the different reconnection voltages in the
magnetopause (where open field lines are produced) and
in the cross-tail current sheet (where open field lines are
destroyed), with the incompressible nature of ionospheric
flow was first provided by Siscoe and Huang [1985] who
introduced the concept of moving ‘‘adiaroic’’ (meaning
‘‘not flowing across’’) polar cap boundaries between the
dayside and nightside merging gaps (the ionospheric
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projections of the reconnection X lines). Analytic models
predicting the pattern of flow for unbalanced dayside and
nightside reconnection voltages (i.e., non-steady state) have
now been developed by Freeman [2003] and by Lockwood
and Morley [2004] but are restricted to the simplification
that the region of open field lines always remains circular
[see also Lockwood et al., 2006]. Cowley and Lockwood
[1992] discussed conceptually how, in this ‘‘Expanding-
Contracting Polar Cap’’ (ECPC) model of ionospheric
convection, it is not the mapped interplanetary magnetic
field which drives ionospheric convection: rather it is the
production and destruction of open field lines by magneto-
pause and tail reconnection (at rates given by voltages FD
and FN, respectively). While FD is directly related to the
interplanetary electric field (which determines the magnetic
shear across the dayside magnetopause), FN is dependent on
the magnetic shear across the relevant portion of the cross-
tail current sheet, and so is only very indirectly related to the
solar wind electric field.
[3] The ECPC model has the potential to explain the very
considerable scatter in the plots of transpolar voltage as a
function of interplanetary electric field [e.g., Cowley, 1981;
Bristow et al., 2004]. In many studies, this scatter has been
reduced by selecting intervals in which the interplanetary
electric field is exceptionally steady. The practical reason
for doing this is that uncertainties in the propagation delay
from the solar wind monitor to the ionosphere are not a
source of error. However, this practice also means that
intervals approaching more steady state situations will tend
to have been selected and these will show less scatter
because FD and FN are more closely matched. The pre-
dictions of the ECPC model for transpolar voltage are
discussed further in section 2. The implications of assuming
steady state (and so wrongly assuming the transpolar
voltage FPC is the same as the dayside reconnection voltage
FD) have also been discussed recently by Milan et al.
[2007].
[4] The effects of polar cap expansion and contraction on
ionospheric flow patterns and transpolar voltages has been
discussed by several authors in a number of case studies
[Lockwood et al., 1990, 2006; Lockwood, 1991; Lockwood
and Cowley, 1992; Freeman et al., 1993; Grocott et al.,
2002; Milan, 2004; Milan et al., 2007, 2008]. In addition,
because the nightside reconnection voltage FN is enhanced
during substorm expansion and recovery phases it is asso-
ciated with the AL index and several studies have noted the
strong effect of AL on statistically derived patterns of
ionospheric convection and on transpolar voltage [Ahn et
al., 1992, 1995; Weimer, 1999, 2001; Provan et al., 2004;
Cai et al., 2006].
[5] The dual-source nature of the main flow excitation in
the ECPC model introduces a number of distinct timescales
into the response of the transpolar voltage to IMF changes.
Indeed, it was this feature that lead to the confirmation and
development of the ECPC model, following the advent of
ground-based radars with the ability to monitor convection
changes on timescales considerably shorter than the orbital
period of ionospheric satellites [Freeman and Southwood,
1988; Lockwood and Cowley, 1988; Lockwood and
Freeman, 1989]. The first timescale is the response time of
the dayside flows to the onset of a magnetopause recon-
nection voltage [Lockwood and Cowley, 1988; Lockwood et
al., 1990; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1998]. This is
followed by a more gradual change in the flow pattern as
the polar cap expands during the subsequent substorm
growth phase [Hairston and Heelis, 1995;Khan and Cowley,
1999; Lu et al., 2002a, 2002b], a feature which is very well
reproduced by the numerical implementation of the ECPC
model by Morley and Lockwood [2005]. The third time-
scale is the duration of the growth phase after which AL
decreases rapidly and the nightside reconnection voltage is
enhanced. As well as being seen in flow responses detected
by radars and magnetometers [e.g., Grocott et al., 2002],
these timescales have been detected in transpolar voltage
data [e.g., Eriksson et al., 2001].
[6] We also here note a further complication in the
relationship between the interplanetary electric field and
the transpolar voltage, namely the ‘‘saturation’’ phenome-
non which occurs when the electric field becomes very
large. Under these conditions, the transpolar voltage asymp-
totically tends toward a maximum value [Hairston et al.,
2003, 2005; Nagatsuma, 2004; Ridley, 2005]. This effect
introduces nonlinearity into the relationship between iono-
spheric voltages and the interplanetary electric field. The
mechanisms proposed for this effect generally involve a
limitation to the growth of the dayside reconnection voltage
as the polar cap flux increases [Siscoe et al., 2004; Kivelson
and Ridley, 2008]. The implications for the saturation
phenomenon of the results presented in the present paper
are investigated in the follow-up paper (M. Lockwood et al.,
Polar cap voltage and flux saturations, submitted to Geo-
physical Research Letters, 2008; hereinafter referred to as
Lockwood et al., submitted manuscript, 2008).
[7] The transpolar voltage has been measured in three
main ways: (1) by integrating the observed electric field
along an orbit of a spacecraft traversing the polar cap [e.g.,
Hanson et al., 1993; Hairston et al., 1998]; (2) via data
mapping techniques such as AMIE (Assimilative Mapping
of Ionospheric Electrodynamics [e.g., Lu et al., 1994,
2002a, 2002b; Ridley, 2005; Kihn et al., 2006]) which use
input from many sources (magnetometers, radars and satel-
lites); and (3) using a model fit to line-of-sight velocities
deduced from the SuperDARN network of HF radars [e.g.,
Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 2005]. There are advantages
and disadvantages to all three. The two mapping techniques
(AMIE and SuperDARN ‘‘mapped potential’’) give a full
spatial convection pattern and so the largest voltage can be
selected rather than that along a certain satellite pass: this
also puts the voltage value in the context of the whole
pattern. The transpolar voltage values can also be obtained
at higher time resolution using these mapping techniques
(down to 90 sec.) whereas for the satellite data the voltage
measurement takes several minutes and is repeated only
roughly 45 min later in the polar cap of the opposite
hemisphere. The disadvantages of the mapping techniques
are that boundaries tend to be highly smoothed and that it is
very difficult to assess the effect that the model used, as
opposed to the data input, has had on the derived voltage.
[8] A number of studies have used the mapping techni-
ques, often allied with global auroral images, to derive both
the dayside an nightside reconnection voltages separately by
defining the open-closed boundary (and how it is moving)
and hence the flow of plasma and frozen-in magnetic flux
across it in its own rest frame [Lockwood and Cowley, 1992;
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Hubert et al., 2006; Milan et al., 2007, 2008]. The main
difficulty with this technique is that the open-closed bound-
ary can be very difficult to define and can sometimes be
considerably removed from readily detectable boundaries in
global auroral images [see review by Chisham et al., 2008].
[9] We here use direct satellite measurements in a statis-
tical survey. For the data set employed (see section 3), the
craft traverses the polar cap with a distribution of travel-
times varying between 0.2 min and 22.9 min., with mean
and median values both equal to 6.7 min (note that the very
short duration passes are generally close to tangential to the
polar cap boundary and are removed by the orbit selection
criteria we apply in section 4). The orbital period is 105 min.
and in that time the satellite traverses the polar caps of both
hemispheres. The exact path of the polar cap traversal
varies. In this paper, we place restrictions on the orientation
of the satellite paths employed (see section 5) which result
in the full sample of 10,216 polar cap passes obtained in one
year [2001] being reduced to a set of 9627 passes. These
passes cover the dayside and nightside polar cap and are
used to assess statistically the changes in the convection
polar cap magnetic flux. Web subsequently place a further
restriction on the position of a pass such that it traverses the
center of the polar cap which further reduces the data set to
2313 passes.
[10] In the next section, we use the ECPC model to
formulate a procedure for fitting the data and in section 4
we devise a classification scheme to allow the data to be
used to study the effect of substorm phase. Section 6
describes a novel method for estimating the polar cap flux
statistically. The results are presented in sections 7–9, with
discussion and conclusions in sections 10 and 11.
2. Expanding-Contracting Polar Cap Model
[11] The ECPC model applies Faraday’s law to the open/
closed field line boundary to give the rate of change of open
magnetic flux [Siscoe and Huang, 1985]:
dFO=dt ¼ BiðdAO=dtÞ ¼ FD  FN ð1Þ
where FD is the reconnection voltage along the X line in the
dayside magnetopause (where geomagnetic field lines are
opened) and FN is the voltage along the X line in the cross-
tail current sheet where open field lines are closed again.
The ionospheric field strength Bi is close to constant and so
equation (1) gives the rate of change of AO, the polar cap
area (here defined as the region of open magnetic flux).
Steady state conditions (dFO/dt = 0) therefore require FD =
FN. The more general cases of FD > FN (substorm growth
phases) and FD < FN result in polar cap expansion and
contraction, respectively. Lockwood and Cowley [1992]
found FD < FN in both the expansion and recovery phases
of the one substorm that they studied, but the generality of
this is investigated in the present paper. In these nonsteady
situations, an ionospheric electric field (in the Earth’s frame
of reference) is seen away from the ionospheric projections
of the X lines (the ‘‘merging gaps’’): between the merging
gaps are the adiaroic boundaries where no field lines are
crossing the open-closed boundary (i.e., they do not map to
active reconnection X lines) but an electric field exists in the
Earth’s frame because those adiaroic boundaries are in
motion. Lockwood [1991] noted that for the highly idealized
case where the polar cap remains circular at all times,
the ionospheric electric field associated with the difference
jFD  FNj, and hence with the polar cap expansion or
contraction, is distributed uniformly around the polar cap
boundary, i.e., it has a magnitude of jFD  FNj/(2prPC)
where rPC is the polar cap radius: this means that a
spacecraft travelling from dawn to dusk, or in the opposite
direction, which intersects the ends of the dayside merging
gap will, for a circular polar cap, see a reconnection voltage
of FD  LD(FD  FN)/(2prPC) and one which intersects the
ends of the nightside merging gap will detect FN  LN(FN
 FD)/(2prPC) where LD and LN are the lengths of the
dayside and nightside merging gaps. In effect, some of the
applied magnetospheric voltages FN and FD cause a motion
of the open-closed boundary rather than driving flow in the
Earth’s frame and the voltage seen in the Earth’s frame is
lower than the applied voltage. A pass which intersects the
center of this circular polar cap, but passes through the two
adiaroic segments of the cap boundary (for which the
separation of the boundary crossing points along the
boundary is L = prPC), will see a reconnection-driven
voltage of FD prPC(FD  FN)/(2prPC) = 0.5(FD + FN)
[Lockwood, 1991]. In general we need to add to this FV, the
sum of the voltage on the two flanks of the magnetosphere
driven by any viscous-like (nonreconnection) process
[Milan, 2004; Newell et al., 2008]:
FPC ¼ 0:5ðFD þ FNÞ þ FV ð2Þ
[12] The viscous-like voltages (and other features such as
ionospheric conductivity gradients) also cause the convec-
tion reversal boundary to generally lie equatorward of
the open-closed field-line boundary [Siscoe et al., 1991;
Lockwood, 1997] which means that the flux in the convec-
tion polar cap, FPC, is slightly larger than the open flux
region, FO.
[13] Equation (2) holds at all times, as long as the polar
cap remains circular as it expands and contracts and the
satellite intersects its center. In general, the satellite will not
pass through this central point and the polar cap expansion/
contraction will not be uniform so equation (2) must be
generalized to
FPC ¼ cFD þ dFN þ FV ð3Þ
where c and d vary from pass to pass and depend on the
evolution of the polar cap shape. If we assume magnetic
shear to determine reconnection voltage we expect FD to be
proportional to e*, the modified epsilon which gives the
dawn-dusk electric field in the magnetosheath which
depends on an IMF parameter such as Bsin4(q/2) (where
B is the IMF field strength and q is the IMF clock angle in
the GSM ZY frame) and the amplification of B in the
magnetosheath by the draping of field lines over the nose of
the magnetosphere. Likewise, we expect FN to be
proportional to the field BTLX in the tail lobe at the location
of the tail X line responsible for closing open field lines.
Because the tail lobe flux contains both open and closed
field lines (taken into the tail and polar cap by the voltages
FD and FV, respectively) we expect BTLX to depend on FPC,
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rather than FO (although, because FV is small, we expect the
flux in the tail lobe dragged there by viscous-like
interaction, (FPC  FO), to be relatively small). However
this dependence on FPC varies greatly with the position of
the tail X line. For a very distant X line, sufficiently far
down the tail that the flaring angle has fallen to zero, BTLX
is set by pressure balance with the static pressure in the
interplanetary medium and is independent of the polar cap
flux, FPC (increasing FPC causes the tail to increase in cross-
sectional area, i.e., to flare, but BTLX remains constant).
However, for an X line closer to the Earth, the tail flaring
angle is not zero and the solar wind dynamic pressure does
not allow the tail to flare unhindered. Thus we can write (3)
as
FPC ¼ a e*þ bFnPC þ FV ð4Þ
where the values of a and b will depend on the pass and
polar cap geometry (via the factors c and d in equation (3))
but also on the ‘‘constants’’ of proportionality with the
magnetic shears, which could depend on other parameters
(such as the solar wind speed, dynamic pressure, static
pressure, Mach number, etc.) [e.g., Boudouridis et al., 2007].
For a linear system the factor a would be independent of the
state of the magnetosphere (and hence the substorm phase);
however we note that the theories of voltage saturation
predict that a falls with increasing FO [Siscoe et al., 2004] and
hence increasing FPC. However, the factor b will certainly
depend on the position of the tail X line and hence on
substorm phase: during growth and late recovery phases the
tail X line will be far from Earth and we would expect b to be
small because increasing FPC would mainly cause the tail at
the (far) X line to flare and would only weakly increase the
magnetic shear across the X line. We would expect a
significant rise in b shortly after substorm onset, when the
Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL) pinches off the plasmoid
and starts to close open flux: this is because a NENL would
have a stronger dependence on FPC because the tail is less
able to flare at an NENL than it is at a far X line. Hence
changing FPC has a large effect on the magnetic shear
(2BTLX) at an NENL. However this effect would be reduced
at greater distances down the tail (smaller b) and entirely
absent (b = 0) for a sufficiently distant ‘‘far X line’’.
[14] To reduce the effects of variability of c and d in
equation (4) we here select passes close to the dawn-dusk
meridian. The effects of changes in the polar cap shape,
however, will remain and here are averaged out for a given
substorm phase by using an ensemble of many passes.
3. Data Sets Employed
[15] We here employ measurements of the transpolar
voltage from the cross-track drift of plasma measured by
the topside ionospheric Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) F-13 satellite. This drift gives the along-
track electric field which can be integrated to give the
distribution of electric potential along the orbit. The differ-
ence between the maximum and minimum potential is the
transpolar voltage, FPC. F-13 was chosen because it tra-
verses the polar cap close to parallel to the 06-18 MLT
meridian. The data for the full calendar year 2001 were used
because it was near solar maximum and hence of disturbed
geomagnetic conditions. In addition, at sunspot maximum
the greater scale height of the topside ionosphere maintains
the fraction of O+ ions which means the instruments operate
under optimum conditions, giving continuous, high-quality
transpolar voltage data. Including northern and southern
hemisphere passes, this data set contained a total of 10,216
polar cap traversals. The orbit of F-13 means that the
northern hemisphere passes tend to sample the dayside
polar cap whereas those in the southern hemisphere favor
the nightside polar cap.
[16] The data were compared with the AE (Auroral
Electrojet) indices, AU and AL, and with IMF and solar
wind values from the 5-minute Omni data set. These
interplanetary data have been propagated from the monitor-
ing spacecraft to the nose of Earth’s bow shock, using a
minimum variance technique to determine the orientation of
solar wind/IMF structures [King and Papitashvili, 2005].
Cross-correlation analysis with the transpolar voltage set
revealed that there was an additional 5-minute delay on
average from the bow shock to the dayside polar iono-
sphere. The variance in the estimated satellite-to-ionosphere
propagation delay was used to evaluate the maximum and
minimum values, within the lag uncertainty interval, of the
solar wind speed VSW and of the IMF parameters Bz and
Bsin4(q/2). Because the autocorrelation time of VSW is much
greater than for the IMF parameters [Lockwood, 2002a], its
uncertainty due to possible propagation delay errors is
generally much smaller than those for the IMF parameters.
4. Classification of Substorm Phases, Quiet
Periods, and Steady Convection Events
[17] Figure 1 shows an example of a plot which was
produced for all 10,216 polar cap passes by F-13 during
2001. It covers an approximately half-day interval on day
number 123 of 2001, from 05:06:13 UT to 17:22:33 UT.
The period 9:17:57–9:25:05 UT (between green and red
vertical lines in panels a to c) covers a single polar pass of
F-13 across the southern hemisphere polar cap. This pass
was during the growth phase of an isolated substorm. From
top to bottom, Figure 1 shows: the solar wind velocity, VSW;
the IMF BZ component in the GSM frame; the AE indices
AU (blue) and AL (red); the transpolar voltage measured by
F-13, FPC; the estimated convection polar cap flux FPC (see
section 6); the IMF Bsin4(q/2) parameter; and the AL index.
The parameters in Figures 1d–1g are sampled at the times
of the polar cap traversals, in the case of the IMF data,
allowing for the estimated satellite-to-ionosphere propaga-
tion lag. These polar cap traversals are alternately for the
southern and northern hemisphere polar caps. The phases of
the substorm are divided by the vertical black lines and are
classified using the following definitions:
[18] C = 1: Quiet with AL > 100 nT and FPC < 60 kV
and AU < +50 nT and more than 1 hr. after a period of class
5 (C = 5 being a substorm/steady convection event [SCE]
recovery phase).
[19] C = 2: Substorm growth phase: indicated by a small
rise in AU but AL still exceeding 100 nT. Must also be
within 3hr. of a substorm expansion seen in AL (i.e., must
be followed by a period classed as C = 3). Often the start of
the growth phase is better identified by a negative swing in
IMF Bz than by the start of the rise in AU.
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[20] C = 3: Prepeak expansion phase: requires AL <
100 nT but before the minimum AL is reached.
[21] C = 4: Postpeak expansion phase: requires AL <
100 nT and must immediately follow a minimum in AL
and a period of class 3. This phase ends (and becomes C =
5, the recovery phase) when AL increases past a threshold
halfway between the minimum value and the quiet 100 nT
threshold.
[22] C = 5: Recovery phase starts at the end of a period of
either class 4 or class 6, when AL increases past halfway
between its minimum value (at the boundary between
phases 3 and 4) and the quiet 100 nT threshold. It ends
when AL returns to exceeding 100 nT.
[23] C = 6: Steady convection event: if a period of class 3
is not followed within 2 hr. by clear intervals of class 4 and
then 5, it is classed as a steady convection event until the
criterion for the start of a recovery phase (class 5) is met.
[24] C = 7: A period that meets the quiet AL criterion
(>100 nT) but is within 1 hour of a recovery phase (class 5).
[25] Also, in subsequent sections we use some combina-
tions of classifications such as quiet and growth (C = 1 & 2),
disturbed AL (C = 3, 4, 5 & 6) and substorm (C = 3, 4, & 5).
Figure 1. (a) Analysis of conditions during an example 12-hour interval around a southern hemisphere
polar cap pass by DMSP F-13 on day number 123 of 2001 at 9:17:57–9:25:05 UT (between green and
red vertical lines). This pass was during the growth phase of an isolated substorm. From top to bottom:
the solar wind velocity, VSW; the IMF BZ component in the GSM frame; the AE indices AU (blue) and
AL (red); the transpolar voltage measured by F-13, FPC; the estimated convection polar cap flux FPC (see
text for details); the IMF Bsin4(q/2) parameter; and the AL index sampled at the time of the pass. The
IMF data are lagged as described in the text. The points in Figures 1d–1g are for the times of the traversal
between the polar cap potential minima and maxima: These polar cap traversals are alternately for the
southern and northern hemisphere. The phases of the substorm are divided by the vertical black lines and
are classified as 1 = quiet, 2 = growth phase, 3 = prepeak expansion phase, 4 = postpeak expansion phase,
5 = recovery phase, and 7 = quiet postrecovery.
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[26] The example pass selected in Figure 1 shows that it
was during the growth phase of an isolated substorm. By the
above criteria, the pass at the plot center was classed as 2,
and was in a sequence of passes shown classed
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,4,5,7,1,1,1 (i.e., for this isolated substorm
the phase classed 3 was short and missed between passes).
Note that F-13 sampled the substorm growth phase in both
hemispheres, the postpeak expansion phase in the southern
and the recovery phase in the northern. Figures 1d–1g show
values derived from the satellite data from the polar tra-
versals and means of supporting data for the duration of the
traversal (in the case of the IMF data, they are averaged over
the interval allowing for the propagation delay from the
satellite to the ionosphere). The IMF Bsin4(q/2) parameter
increased during the growth phase following the southward
turning at its start, and then decreased with a northward
turning late in the expansion phase. The transpolar voltage
FPC was about 40 kV higher during the growth phase than
in the preceding quiet interval but then increased to over
100 kV in the expansion phase. The polar cap flux FPC
(derived in section 6) increased during the growth phase and
then decreased again in the expansion and recovery phases.
After this substorm, Bsin4(q/2), FPC and FPC were all higher
than they were during the quiet interval before the growth
phase.
[27] We note that in the past individual studies have
selected different definitions of the substorm phases. The
above definition set is somewhat tailored to the present
study because the transpolar voltage FPC is used (to define
quiet periods), as well as the more readily available data
AU, AL and IMF Bz. Had it existed, we would have
employed an agreed standard set of definitions which would
allow comparison with other studies. We suggest that it
would be a very useful step for a body, probably under the
auspices of ICSU, to research and agree a set of substorm
phase definitions which could be readily generated for both
past and future data sets.
5. Classification of Satellite Pass Geometry
[28] Figure 2 describes the path of DMSP F-13, in an
MLT-invariant latitude (L) frame, during the polar cap
traversal at the center of the period studied in Figure 1.
The solid square is the point P where F-13 encountered the
minimum potential FP = 29.77 kV. The solid triangle is
the point Q where F-13 encountered the maximum potential
FQ = +27.43 kV. The open circle O is where F-13 crossed
the zero potential contour. The angular length of the great
circle separation of PQ (subtended by P and Q at the Earth’s
center) is bPQ. For this example of a polar cap traversal, bPQ
= 26.39. P and Q were separated from the relevant closest
approaches of the 06-18 MLT (dawn-dusk) meridian by
great circle angular distances of aP and aQ, respectively.
Passes that were close to parallel with the 06-18 MLT
meridian are selected using jaP  aQj  2 and their
position in the noon-midnight direction characterized by a
= (aP + aQ) / 2. Values of a are defined as positive sunward
of the 06-18 MLT meridian, and this pass had values aP =
9.40 and aQ = 10.56 and hence a = 9.98. The
observed transpolar voltage in this case was FPC = FQ +
jFPj = 57.20 kV.
6. Estimation of the Convection Polar Cap Flux
[29] The use of the parameter a enables us to evaluate the
behavior of the whole polar cap in a statistical manner. The
total of 10,216 polar cap traversals by the DMSP F-13
during 2001 varied in their a value between 18.021 and
24.822. Of these, 9627 passes meet the criterion jaP 
aQj  2. These were sorted into eight bins of a, each 5
wide. For each of these bins, the distribution of the angular
widths of the convection polar cap bPQ was evaluated. The
orbit of F-13 is such that the dayside (a > 0) passes tend to
occur in the northern hemisphere whereas the nightside (a <
0) passes tend in the south. Figure 3 shows the cumulative
probability distributions of the angular separation between P
and Q exceeding any given value bPQ, P[b > bPQ]. Note
that for passes with large jaj the satellite may not intersect
the polar cap at all (especially if the polar cap is small):
Figure 2. MLT-invariant latitude (L) plot of the orbit of
DMSP F-13 during the southern polar cap traversal on day
number 123 of 2001 at 9:17:57–9:25:05 (between the green
and red vertical lines in Figure 1). The solid square is the
point P where F-13 encountered the minimum potential
FP = 29.77 kV at invariant latitude LP = 73.26 and
[MLT]P = 20.30 hours. The solid triangle is the point Q
where F-13 encountered the maximum potential FQ =
+27.43 kV at LQ = 73.66 and [MLT]Q = 3.29 hours. The
open circle O is where F-13 crossed the zero potential
contour. The angular length of the great circle separation of
PQ (subtended by P and Q at the Earth’s center) is bPQ. For
this example of a polar cap traversal, bPQ = 26.39. P and Q
were separated from the closest approach of the 01-18 MLT
meridian by great circle angular distances of aP and aQ,
respectively. Passes close to parallel with the 06-18 MLT
meridian are here selected using jaP  aQj  2 and their
position in the noon-midnight direction characterized by
a = (aP + aQ) / 2. Values of a are defined as positive
sunward of the 06-18 MLT meridian, and this pass gave
aP = 9.40 and aQ = 10.56 (and hence a = 9.98).
The observed transpolar voltage in this case was FPC = FQ +
jFPj = 57.20 kV.
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these passes are included in these distributions with bPQ = 0.
The distribution is given for each of the 8 bins of a in
Figure 3. The variation of the angular polar cap diameter
bPQ is shown as a function of the noon-midnight position
parameter of the pass, a, in Figure 4. The gray points give
the bPQ and a values of the 9627 DMSP F-13 polar cap
traversals that meet the criterion jaP  aQj  2, the black
points are where P[b > bPQ] equals thresholds of 0.1 to 0.9
in 0.1 increments, scaled from Figure 3. For each a range
these points are plotted by the mean a value for all the
passes in that range. The solid lines are 5th-order polyno-
mial fits to the black points for each probability threshold.
These lines give a statistical view of the variation of the size
and shape of the polar cap. We here assume that if we have a
convection polar cap area that has a cumulative probability
of x (i.e., it is exceeded for a fraction x of the time), then the
P[b > bPQ] value at all a values is also x. This does not
allow for any systematic shifts of the polar cap in the
sunward/antisunward direction, but because of the way
bPQ is derived, the results would not be affected by polar
cap shifts in the dawn-dusk direction. The shape of the
boundaries is interesting. The curve in Figure 4 for P[b >
bPQ] = 0.9 is the closest to circular with the largest polar cap
diameter at a near 5. As the P[b > bPQ] falls, the dayside
polar cap width falls faster than the nightside and a more
‘‘teardrop’’ shape emerges, reminiscent of the polar cap
shape during ‘‘horse-collar’’ aurora that are frequent during
intervals of northward IMF [Murphree et al., 1982; Hones
et al., 1989]. Figure 4 shows a band of frequent occurrence
of passes (revealed by the higher density of gray points)
between the sunward limit of southern hemisphere passes
and the antisunward limit of northern hemisphere passes.
Studying this band reveals no systematic difference between
north and south hemisphere and so combining the dayside
data (derived mainly from northern hemisphere passes) and
the nightside data (mainly from the southern hemisphere) is
not a major problem.
[30] The total area inside each of the contours of constant
P[b > bPQ] can be calculated by integrating the area of each
strip across the full range of a, APC =
R
a rbPQ rda, where r
is the geocentric height of the satellite. Thus we can
compute the convection polar cap flux
FPC ¼ Bi
Z
a
bPQ r
2 da ð5Þ
where Bi is the ionospheric magnetic flux density (taken to
be constant at 5105 T). The points in Figure 5 are the
convection polar cap flux FPC computed using equation (5)
Figure 3. Cumulative probability distributions of bPQ (see Figure 2) for various ranges of a (the noon-
midnight position parameter of the pass). P[b > bPQ] is the probability that the angular separation
between P and Q exceeds the threshold bPQ. The data used are the 9627 polar cap traversals by the DMSP
F-13 during 2001 (which vary in a between 18.021 and 24.822) and meet the criterion jaP  aQj 
2. These are divided into the eight 5 ranges of a shown.
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for the nine contours of constant P[b > bPQ] in Figure 4. In
addition, we can add a point at FPC = 0 and P[b > bPQ] = 1.
The solid line is a 5th-order polynomial fit to the solid
points. This curve is used to convert the observed angular
polar cap diameter bPQ into a statistical convection polar
cap flux estimate FPC, by evaluating the probability that the
observed bPQ value is exceeded at the a of the pass, P[b >
bPQ], and then scaling the FPC value for that P[b > bPQ]. As
discussed above, this assumes that the convection polar cap
shrinks and expands, not in a shape-preserving manner, but
so that the P[b > bPQ] value is independent of a.
[31] Thus from evaluation of its P[b > bPQ] value at the a
of the pass, the polar cap flux FPC can be estimated.
Because it is based on Figures 3–5, this is statistical value
rather than an instantaneous measurement: It could be
thought of as the observed polar cap diameter, but scaled
in terms of the convection polar cap flux from the statistics
of the bPQ value at that a. To reduce the dependence on the
a value, in addition to the jaP  aQj  2 criterion, we
restrict the data used in subsequent sections to passes across
near the center of the polar cap with 3 < a  +3. There
were 2313 such polar cap traversal of F-13 in 2001.
[32] A number of different ways of generating Figures 4
and 5, based on the same assumption, were investigated. It
was found that slight variation in the absolute polar cap flux
FPC values (typically 5–10%) could be introduced but that
the fundamental behavior in subsequent plots was not
altered because changes are compensated by complementary
changes to the coefficient b. The other parameters derived
in this paper were found to be the same to within 1–2%.
7. Average Polar Cap Characteristics as a
Function of Substorm Phase and Steady
Convection Events
[33] Figure 6 and Table 1 give the mean values (and the
standard errors in those means) of the various parameters for
the data set of 2313 F-13 passes in 2001 across the center of
the polar cap with 3 < a  +3 and with jaP  aQj  2.
Figure 6 shows the classifications of the substorm cycle (in
order classes 1,2,3,4,5,7,1) followed by a steady convection
event (SCE, in order classes 1,2,3,6,6,6,6,6,7,1: note that
five consecutive means for class 6 are shown in the SCE to
Figure 4. Scatterplot (gray dots) of the angular polar cap diameter bPQ (x axis) as a function of the
noon-midnight position parameter, a, of the pass (y axis) for the 9627 DMSP F-13 polar cap traversals
that meet the criterion jaP  aQj  2. Each horizontal line of solid black points show where the
cumulative probabilities P[b > bPQ] (see Figure 3) exceed thresholds of (from right to left) 0.1 to 0.9 in
increments of 0.1 within the ranges of a used in Figure 3. They are plotted at the mean value for the a
ranges. The solid lines are 5th-order polynomial fits to the black points for each probability threshold.
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exemplify the extended nature of these events). Figures 6a–
6d show (from top to bottom) the mean transpolar voltage,
hFPCi, the mean estimated convection polar cap flux hFPCi,
the mean modified interplanetary e parameter (e*) and the
mean AL and AU indices (during the time of the polar cap
passes). The semiempirical e* parameter employed here is
that developed by Reiff et al. [1981] to allow for the fact that
the IMF is amplified in the magnetosheath because it is
draped over the nose of the magnetosphere in the magneto-
sheath and aims to predict the controlling influence on
magnetopause reconnection voltage (FD). The analysis
presented here has been repeated using the more complex
formulation of Ridley and Kihn [2004] and the results are
almost identical (see Lockwood et al., submitted
manuscript, 2008). Because it quantifies the dayside recon-
nection voltage (as opposed to the transpolar voltage, FPC),
e* is more relevant to our requirements than any of a
number predictors of FPC, based on solar wind and IMF
parameters [e.g., Boyle et al., 1997]. On the basis of Reiff et
al., we here define
e* ¼ VSWB* sin4 q=2ð Þ=hVSWi; ð6Þ
where B* = fB or B* = 60 nT, whichever is the smaller. We
here use f = 7, the value found empirically by Reiff et al. We
allow for the effect of solar wind speed with the normalized
factor VSW/hVSWi because this formulation readily allows us
to study the effect on the fitted weighting factor (a), of
setting this term to unity. In fact, we find that doing this
(thereby removing the dependence on VSW) has almost no
effect on the correlation coefficient, nor on the value of a
derived (but the correlation significance is actually
increased because the number of fit parameters used is
reduced). We include the VSW term, as in equation (6), only
because it makes the results presented here more directly
comparable with that of Reiff et al. and other authors.
[34] To reduce any scatter due to uncertainties in the IMF
monitor-to-ionosphere propagation delay, passes for which
changing this lag by its estimated error causes a change in
e* of more than 1% are omitted. This further reduces the
total number of passes to 1515. Table 1 gives the numbers
of samples in each class. Sample numbers are high, the
lowest being 85 for prepeak expansion phases, the highest
608 for quiet intervals. It can be seen that the IMF e* is
greatly enhanced over the quiet time mean during both
substorms and SCEs. In substorms, the largest mean e*
values are seen in the growth phases and values slowly
decline thereafter, reflecting a growing probability of the
IMF returning northward. Even in the recovery phases the
mean value of e* remains quite high because many recovery
phases occur despite a continuing southward IMF. The e*
value for class 7 is low, indicating substorm and SCE
activity usually ceases because the IMF had sometime
previously returned northward. Note that there is a very
slight decrease in e* between the growth and the expansion
phase, but not as large as would be seen if substorm onset
were routinely triggered by northward turnings of the IMF,
as has been suggested (see, e.g., discussion of Milan et al.
[2008]). The mean e* prevailing during SCEs is signifi-
cantly greater than that during substorms. Figure 6 implies
Figure 5. The solid points are the magnetic flux threading
the statistical convection polar caps delineated by the solid
lines in Figure 4, FPC = Bi
R
a bPQr
2da, where r is the
geocentric height of the satellite and Bi is the ionospheric
magnetic flux density (taken to be constant at 5  105 T)
as a function of the P[b > bPQ] threshold. The line is a 5th-
order polynomial fit to the solid points. This curve is used to
convert the observed angular polar cap diameter bPQ into a
statistical polar cap flux estimate FPC by evaluating the
probability that the observed bPQ value is exceeded at the a
of the pass, Pa[b > bPQ], and then scaling the FPC value for
that Pa[b > bPQ].
Figure 6. Means of values for all individual satellite
passes meeting the criteria jaP  aQj  2 and 3 < a 
+3: (a) transpolar voltage hFPCi, (b) estimated convection
polar cap flux hFPCi, (c) the modified solar wind/IMF e
parameter e* = VSWB*sin
4(q/2)/hVSWi (where B* = 7B or
B* = 60 nT, whichever is the smaller), and (d) the AL and
AU indices during the pass. These are averaged over the
substorm phase classifications: 1 = quiet, 2 = growth phase,
3 = prepeak expansion phase, 4 = postpeak expansion
phase, 5 = recovery phase, and 7 = quiet (AL > 100 nT),
but within 1 hour of the end of a recovery phase. If the
expansion is followed by a steady convection event, it is
classified as 6. Vertical bars give plus and minus 1 SE in the
mean.
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an upward step in e* around the time of the first substorm
expansion could be part of the reason why an SCE forms.
[35] The mean convection polar cap flux hFPCi is found
to be very slightly greater in the recovery phase than in the
expansion phase and starts to decrease only after the end of
the recovery phase (here defined as when AL returns to
above the 100 nT threshold, as seen in the Figure 6d).
From equation (1) this implies that nightside voltage (the
rate of closure of open flux) only dominates over the
dayside voltage after the substorm, as detected by magneto-
meters, has died away. This result is consistent with the
study by Milan et al. [2007]. They used the radar mapped
potential technique with FUV auroral images to study flow
across the open-closed boundary (in its own rest frame) for
9 intervals containing 22 substorm events. They found that
shortly after onset the inferred FN was surprisingly well
matched to FD for this survey of 22 case studies. Thus they
also deduced that at the substorm onset the nightside
reconnection increased to halt the polar cap growth, but
that destruction of open flux did not commence until later.
We here find the same conclusion from a statistical survey
of 1 year’s data.
[36] Figure 6b shows that the mean polar flux hFPCi is
greater in SCEs than the peak reached in substorms. The
mean transpolar voltage hFPCi peaks in the expansion
phase, after the minimum AL, but remains high in phases 5
Table 1. Mean Values, Standard Errors in the Means and Best Fit Coefficients (for n = 2) for Fits of Ffit = ae* + bFPC
n + FVAgainst FPC
for the Subset of 2313 Dawn-Dusk F-13 Passes During 2001 Across the Center of the Polar Cap With jaP  aQj  2 and 3 < a 
+3a
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Classification Quiet Growth Prepeak Expansion Postpeak Expansion Recovery SCE Quiet, Post Recovery
hFPCi (kV) 25.96 51.58 63.55 72.08 67.31 82.88 44.89
SE dF (kV) 0.43 1.49 2.32 3.41 2.07 1.80 1.83
hFPCi (108 Wb) 5.30 7.30 8.55 8.93 8.94 9.79 7.43
SE dF (10
8 Wb) 0.07 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.18
e* (nT) 5.40 23.25 23.85 20.19 21.62 33.90 10.54
SE de (nT) 0.28 0.90 1.49 1.79 1.35 1.03 1.21
a (kV nT1)b 0.43 0.87 0.67 0.77 0.46 0.31 0.65
b (kV [108 Wb]2)b 0.11 0.14 0.30 0.49 0.46 0.62 0.12
FV (kV)
b 20.03 24.30 26.09 17.91 21.00 12.50 31.36
a/b (1016 Wb2 nT1)b 3.98 6.31 2.24 1.58 1.00 0.50 5.62
P[a > 0] = S[a = 0] 0.97 1.00 0.78 0.75 0.60 0.27 0.93
P[b > 0] = S[b = 0] 0.61 0.19 0.61 0.86 0.96 1.00 0.17
Number of passes, N 607 169 122 85 175 264 93
Peak correlation with Ffit, r
b 0.40 0.70 0.64 0.76 0.73 0.72 0.51
Correlation with IMF, re* 0.35 0.68 0.57 0.62 0.60 0.45 0.45
h(FPC  Ffit)2i1/2 (kV)b 26.13 22.50 31.98 30.94 26.39 31.00 30.51
aeF is the standard error in the mean transpolar voltage hFPCi; eF is the standard error in the mean convection polar cap flux hFPCi; and eB is the standard
error in the mean value of the IMF e*) The number of passes N, the peak correlation coefficients (r between FPC and Ffit and re* between FPC and e*), and
the RMS difference between Ffit and FPC are also given. Values are given for the seven substorm or steady convection event (SCE) classifications defined
in the text.
bThis is for n = 2.
Table 2. Same as Table 1 for Quiet and Disturbed AL Index Groupings of Classifications
Classification
AL > 100 nT AL  100 nT
1 and 2 3, 4, 5, and 6 6 3, 4, and 5
Quiet or Growth All Disturbed AL Steady Convection Event Substorm Expansion and Recovery
hFPCi (kV) 31.97 67.13 82.88 73.79
SE dF (kV) 0.60 1.98 1.80 1.16
hFPCi (108 Wb) 5.77 9.23 9.79 8.82
SE dF (10
8 Wb) 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.09
e* (nT) 9.42 27.18 33.90 10.54
SE de (nT) 0.38 0.70 1.03 1.21
a (kV nT1)a 0.86 0.46 0.31 0.52
b (kV [108 Wb]2)a 0.14 0.52 0.62 0.58
FV (kV)
a 18.54 16.97 12.55 0.00
a/b (1016 Wb2 nT1)a 6.31 0.89 0.50 1.41
P[a > 0] = S[a = 0] 1.00 0.81 0.27 0.90
P[b > 0] = S[b = 0] 0.48 1.00 1.00 0.99
Number of passes, N 776 646 264 382
Peak correlation with Ffit, r
a 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.70
Correlation with IMF, re* 0.71 0.56 0.45 0.57
h(FPC  Ffit)2i1/2 (kV)a 17.01 29.34 31.00 29.81
aThis is for n = 2.
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and 7 (i.e., in recovery and for at least one hour subse-
quently). As for hFPCi, hFPCi is higher in SCEs than the
peak seen during the substorm cycle.
8. Analysis in Terms of the Expanding-
Contracting Polar Cap Model
[37] In order to illustrate the principles of the analysis, we
make use of three groupings of classes: quiet AL periods
(classes 1 and 2), all disturbed AL periods (classes 3,4,5 and
6) and, for comparison with SCEs (class 6), substorm
disturbed AL periods (classes 3,4 and 5). The numbers of
passes and mean values, as given for each class individually,
are given in Table 2. Figures 7a and 7b show scatterplots of
FPC as a function of IMF Bz for quiet AL conditions
(classes 1 and 2) and for disturbed AL (classes 3,4,5 and 6).
The black points are where the uncertainty in the estimated
propagation lag gives a change in e* of less than 1%, the
gray points are where this threshold is exceeded. A range of
thresholds for this uncertainty was tried and it was found
that the general patterns and results were not altered. The
black lines are linear fits to all the black points in each set
for Bz > 0 and Bz  0, constrained to have the same value at
Bz = 0. It can be seen from comparison of Figures 7a and 7b
that disturbed AL case shows the same form of ‘‘half wave
rectified’’ dependence of IMF Bz but that mean values are
higher and there is considerably greater scatter for the
disturbed AL periods.
[38] Several studies report a dependence of transpolar
voltage on the dawn-to-dusk interplanetary motional electric
field using a form such as VswBsin
4(q/2) [e.g., Eriksson et
al., 2001]. In addition several statistical fits have introduced
Figure 7. Scatterplots of transpolar voltage FPC as a function of (top) IMF BZ component in the GSM
frame and (bottom) e* for (left) quiet/growth phase samples (classes 1 and 2) and (right) samples with
large excursions of AL (AL < 100 nT), i.e., substorm expansion and recovery phases and steady
convection events (classes 3, 4, 5, and 6). The data set used are the 2313 F-13 passes in 2001 across the
center of the polar cap, with 3 < a  +3 and with jaP  aQj  2. Light gray points are passes for
which the uncertainty in e*, allowing the propagation lag uncertainty from the solar wind monitor
spacecraft to the polar ionosphere, exceeds 1% nT. Black points are for points with uncertainty below this
threshold. The lines are linear fits to all the black points in each set for Bz > 0 and Bz  0.
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an additive term dependent on Vsw [e.g., Boyle et al., 1997;
Ridley, 2005]. In the study presented here, none of the
correlations were improved by the introduction of either a
multiplicative or an additional term dependent on VSW.
Figures 7c and 7d show the corresponding scatterplots as
a function of e*. The correlation coefficients between FPC
and e* (re*) are given in Table 2.
[39] Figure 7 shows that an additional factor, other than
the IMF or interplanetary electric field, is influencing FPC
during disturbed AL. The ECPC model predicts that this
factor is the field line closure reconnection voltage in the
cross-tail current sheet and equation (3) quantifies this as
bFPC
n . Figure 8 plots FPC as a function of FPC for the same
two data sets as Figure 7. The solid lines show the best fit
lines of the form bFPC
n + c. In the quiet AL case, the best fit
value of n is near 1.5, for the disturbed it is near 2.5.
However in both cases the peak of the variation of corre-
lation coefficient with n is very flat and we here use the best
fit for the two data sets combined which is n = 2. Note that
the coefficient b is considerably smaller for the quiet AL
case. Hence FPC for the disturbed AL conditions is showing
much greater dependence on the polar cap flux, FPC.
[40] Figure 9 shows the best fits to the observed FPC data
points, Ffit, using equation (4) and for the same two data
sets as Figures 7 and 8. Fits are generated using the Nelder-
Mead simplex (direct search) method [Nelder and Mead,
1965; Lagarias et al., 1998] to minimize the RMS differ-
ence between FPC and Ffit. The exponent n used is 2, as in
Figure 8. The straight line is the ideal agreement FPC = Ffit.
The degree of scatter is now similar in the two cases and the
linearity is preserved throughout the range of FPC. The best
fit values of a, b and FV are given in Table 2. The
correlation coefficient between FPC and Ffit (r) exceeds
0.7 in all cases and exceeds that between FPC and e* (re*)
for all the disturbed AL cases. Using the Fisher-Z test, the
differences between r and re* are significant at almost the
100% level (Lockwood et al., submitted manuscript, 2008).
In order to analyze the relative effect of the first two terms
in equation (4) (due to magnetopause and tail reconnection)
the ratio of the two coefficients (a/b) was fixed at a range of
preset values, the best fit to FPC then generated by iterating
a (and hence for the fixed a/b value, b also) and FV and the
correlation coefficient, r, between FPC and Ffit evaluated for
that (a/b) value. Figures 10a and 10b show the variation of
correlation coefficient r with log10(a/b). In each case, the
peak correlation (for the best fit given in Figure 9) is marked
with a vertical dashed line. It can be seen that the peak r is
not that much greater than obtained from neighboring (a/b)
values. To analyze the uncertainty in the derived best (a/b),
and hence the ratio of the reconnection terms in equation
(4), Figures 10c and 10d evaluate the statistical significance
S of the difference between the peak correlation and values
at other (a/b) values. This is done using the Fisher-Z
statistic, using the procedure given by Lockwood [2002b].
The horizontal dashed lines in Figures 10c and 10d are for
S = 0, 1 and 0.9 and the points where S = 0.9 are also
marked with vertical dashed lines, which are also extended
into Figures 10a and 10b. These points are thus where the
correlation coefficient has fallen below the peak value to a
level that is statistically significant at the 90% level. Note
that in the case of the quiet AL conditions, this level is still
not reached at the largest log10(a/b) shown ( = 2.5, i.e., a =
316b). In fact, for b = 0 (a/b =1) we find an S value of S[b
= 0] = 0.48 (also given in Table 2) and hence we can say
that the detection of a nightside voltage, dependent on FPC,
is only significant at the 48% level for these quiet AL
conditions. On the other hand, for these quiet conditions, the
correlation for a = 0 (a/b = 0) gives an S value S[a = 0] of
Figure 8. Scatterplots of transpolar voltage FPC as a function of the estimated convection polar cap flux
FPC for (a) samples in classes 1 and 2 and (b) samples in classes 3, 4, 5, and 6. The data set used is the
same as in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. Correlograms for samples in (left) classes 1 and 2 and (right) classes 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the
same data set as in Figures 6–8. In each case, Figures 10a and 10b show the correlation coefficient
between Ffit = {ae* + bFPC + FV} and FPC as a function of the log10(a/b). The peak is marked with a
vertical dashed line (scatterplots for this a/b are given in Figure 9). Figures 10c and 10d show the
significance S of the difference in the correlations at the peak and at other values of (a/b), computed using
the Fisher-Z test. The horizontal lines are drawn for S of 1, 0.9, and 0. The vertical dashed lines either
side of the peak mark the (a/b) where the correlation is lower than the peak value by a difference that is
significant at the 90% level (note that the upper of these two limits is off scale in the left-hand plot, as is
the lower limit in the right-hand plots). The best fit parameters are given in Table 2.
Figure 9. Scatterplots of the best least squares fit Ffit = ae* + bFPC
n + FVagainst FPC for (a) samples in
classes 1 and 2 and (b) samples in classes 3, 4, 5, and 6. The data set is the same as used in Figures 7 and
8. The diagonal lines are Ffit = FPC. The best fit a, b, and FV are given in Table 2.
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unity (to within 2 decimal places) and so there is nigh-
certain detection (> 99%) in these quiet data of the IMF
influence quantified by e*. Note that Figure 8a appears to
show a clear dependence on FPC under quiet conditions, but
the scatter and the intercorrelation between FPC and e*
means that statistically it is only significant at the 48% level.
[41] Conversely for the disturbed AL data (classes 3,4,5
and 6), we find S[b = 0] = 1.00 and S[a = 0] = 0.81. This
means that that the detection of the influence of the
nightside voltage, dependent on the polar cap flux FPC, is
>99% certain and that the additional influence of a dayside
voltage, proportional to e*, is 81% certain.
[42] Thus these plots confirm that the transpolar voltage
is governed by the ECPC model with two contributions
detected: one depends on the IMF strength and orientation,
e*, the other on the polar cap flux squared, FPC
2 . However,
the strength of these contributions change during the sub-
storm cycle. Both are detected during disturbed times, but
during quiet times and substorm growth phases, the tail
reconnection term giving the dependence on FPC
2 , is only
detected at the 48% significance level. During steady
convection events, the effect of FPC
2 is detected at essentially
the 100% level, but the effect of the IMF forcing is found at
only the 27% level.
[43] Table 2 shows that the coefficient a is greater in
quiet/growth intervals than in disturbed AL times by a
factor of about 2. This implies that the magnetopause
reconnection voltage depends on the IMF (and possibly
other solar wind parameters) but does also depend on the
magnetospheric substorm phase, as predicted by the theories
of transpolar voltage saturation (see Lockwood et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2008). On the other hand, Table 2
shows that the best estimate of b in quiet/growth phases is
about one quarter of the value during disturbed AL times
(note that, from the above, there is a 48% chance that b is
actually zero during quiet/growth intervals). Thus the ratio
(a/b) is lower by a factor of about 8 during disturbed AL
than in quiet/growth intervals. For SCEs, (a/b) is an order of
magnitude smaller than for quiet/growth intervals. The
reasons for this are discussed in section 9, but in the
remainder of this section we investigate if (a/b) could,
in fact, be the same in quiet/growth and disturbed AL
intervals.
[44] To achieve this, we use the probability that the
correlation is less than the peak for a given class C (SC,
as given in Figures 10c and 10d). Thus the probability that
both class C1 and class C2 could actually have the same
value of (a/b), P[C1,C2], is given by
P C1;C2½  ¼ 1 SC1ð Þ  1 SC2ð Þ ð7Þ
[45] Figure 11 shows the probabilities P[C1,C2], computed
using equation (7), for various combinations of classifica-
tions, as a function of log10(a/b). The thin solid line
compares steady convection events (C2 of 6) with substorm
disturbed AL (C1 is 3, 4, or 5). It can be seen that the
probability that both have value of 1  1016 Wb2 nT2 is
0.83. Thus SCEs and substorms are similar in their (a/b)
behavior, but not identical. The dash-dotted line compares
classes 1 and 2 (i.e., quiet against growth) and the possi-
bility that both have (a/b) near 6  1016 Wb2 nT2 has a
probability of 0.98. Thus growth phases and quiet intervals
appear to be the same in their (a/b) behavior and only differ
because the e* value is higher during growth phases. The
thick solid line gives the probability that (a/b) is the same
for of quiet/growth phases (C2 is class 1 or 2) and disturbed
AL phases (C1 is class 3,4,5 or 6). It can be seen that if they
Figure 11. Analysis of the probability that the ratio of the coefficients (a/b) is the same for different
pairs of classifications. Thick solid line: disturbed conditions (i.e., classes 3, 4, 5, and 6) compared with
quiet times and growth phases (classes 1 and 2). Dashed line: steady convection events (class 6) against
quiet times and growth phases (classes 1 and 2). Dash-dotted line: quiet time (class 1) against substorm
growth phases (class 2). Thin solid line: steady convection events (class 6) against substorm disturbed
times (classes 3, 4, and 5).
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were the same, the most likely common value is near (a/b) =
2.5  1016 Wb2 nT2 (i.e., log10(a/b) = 0.4) but the
probability of this is only 0.18. Thus the difference in
(a/b) values for quiet and disturbed conditions is significant
at the 82% level. SCEs and quiet/growth periods are even
more clearly distinct, the dashed line showing the probability
of them sharing the same (a/b) is only 8%.
9. Analysis of Classifications Separately
[46] Section 7 shows significant differences between
intervals of quiet/growth and disturbed AL. The analysis
presented for the grouped classifications presented in Table
2 was repeated for each classification individually and the
results are presented in the lower half of Table 1. Peak
correlations near 0.7 were obtained for all phases except the
quiet ones (1 and 7): these are consistent with the values
obtained for the groupings of classes (and hence larger
sample sizes) discussed in Table 2.
[47] Magnetopause reconnection voltage could not be
detected with 100% certainty at all phases, the probability
of it being present being 97%, >99% and 93% for quiet,
growth and postrecovery phases, respectively, but only
78%, 75% and 60% for the two substorm expansion phase
classifications and the recovery phases. For SCEs it is as
low as 27%. The probability of polar cap flux influence
grows during substorm cycles and is 96% for recovery
phases and >99% for steady convection events. Before then
it rises from 19% for growth phases to 61% for prepeak
expansion phases, to 86% for postpeak expansion. Immedi-
ately after the recovery phase the detection of the FPC
2 signal
returns to being as uncertain as it was during the growth
phase and the (a/b) ratio has returned to a value typical of
quiet/growth. However, Figure 6 shows that the magneto-
sphere has not yet returned to its presubstorm state: the
average value of e* is marginally higher than during quiet
times (reflecting the persistence of the IMF data series) but
the mean transpolar voltage FPC is significantly higher than
during quiet intervals and the polar cap flux FPC is also
considerably enhanced, actually exceeding its average value
during growth phase.
10. Discussion
[48] Bristow et al. [2004] studied the transpolar voltage
from SuperDARN radar observations for the same year as
studied here, i.e., 2001. They note that there is considerable
scatter in comparisons between transpolar voltage and the
best fit values F0fit, derived from the interplanetary electric
field only (i.e., for b = 0), even although their survey was
restricted to stable IMF conditions: they report the average
uncertainty jFPC  F0fitj is 20 kV, and the fractional
uncertainty (jFPC  F0fitj/FPC) typically varied between
25% and 50%. The survey presented here is not restricted
to steady IMF conditions and shows that the large scatter in
the data can be reduced (and r > re*) if, in addition to the
interplanetary electric field, the convection polar cap mag-
netic flux FPC is considered along with the phase of the
solar cycle and the AL value.
[49] The Expanding-Contracting Polar Cap (ECPC) model
of ionospheric convection was developed to give an under-
standing of ionospheric flow in nonsteady conditions. It
predicts that the instantaneous transpolar voltage will be a
combination of the voltage along the magnetopause X line
and that along the X line in the cross-tail current sheet at
which open field lines are being closed, with a small
viscous-like contribution [Lockwood, 1991; Lockwood and
Cowley, 1992; Milan, 2004]. The ECPC model also predicts
that the ratio of these two voltage contributions is expected
to vary during the substorm cycle with the magnetopause
voltage dominating during substorm growth phases and the
tail X line voltage expected to dominate during the later
stages of the substorm cycle. Many of these characteristics
have all been revealed in the study presented here, but with
some notable differences that we discuss in this section.
[50] The dominant influence on the transpolar voltage
during disturbed AL intervals is the polar cap flux FPC, an
influence which grows during prior periods of southward
IMF. The intervals yielding large b (and hence a strong and
significant dependence on FPC) are those for which the
Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL) is expected to be close to
the Earth. Once the NENL has reconnected all the closed
flux and pinched off the plasmoid it takes over from the far
X line in setting FN. While it is close to the Earth, the
magnetic shear across the NENL depends on FPC but this
dependence is expected to weaken as the NENL retreats
down the tail. The value of b is a bit lower in recovery
phases than in expansion phases and SCEs, but the major
decline in b does not occur until after the recovery phase
(the recovery phase being defined by AL and hence the
substorm current wedge/auroral electrojet current system).
[51] In order to understand the cycle better, Figure 12
analyzes the contributions to the mean transpolar voltages
using the same format as Figure 6. Figure 12a shows the
observed mean voltage for a given pass classification, FPC,
as a histogram and compares it to the sum of the best fit
components (namely FD = a e*; FN = bFPC
n and FV, see
equation (4)), shown as dots. It can be seen that the fit
accounts for the total observed mean voltages very well.
Figure 12b compares the means hFDi = a he*i (thin solid
line) and hFNi = b hFPCin (thick solid line) for the best fit a,
b and n for each pass classification. It can be seen that hFNi
exceeds hFDi for all classifications except 1 and 7 (for
which they are almost equal) and 2, for which hFNi = 7.36 kV
and hFDi = 20.25 kV, respectively, a difference of hFDi 
hFNi = 12.89 kV. Figure 6 shows that, on average, the
polar cap flux hFPCi rises during growth phases from 5.30 
108 Wb during quiet periods (class 1) to 8.55  108 Wb
during early expansion phases (class 3). This is an average
rise of 3.25  108 Wb, which at 12.89 kV would take
DFPC/(FD  FN) = 7.00 hours. This is considerably longer
than the duration of most growth phase intervals in this
study.
[52] Furthermore, the mean dayside and nightside vol-
tages detected during intervals of class 7 are hFDi = 6.82 kV
and hFNi = 6.36 kV. This would imply that the polar cap
was almost in steady state (in fact growing at a tiny rate)
during intervals of class 7. However, Figure 6 shows that, in
fact, the polar cap flux falls during such intervals. Thus at
least some of the large FV (31.36 kV) detected during these
intervals must actually be nightside reconnection voltage, but
which is not dependent on the polar cap flux. We propose
that this voltage is not detected as FN = b FPC
n because the
near-Earth neutral line has retreated sufficiently far down
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the tail that the magnetic shear across it is set by the
interplanetary static pressure and is therefore largely inde-
pendent of FPC.
[53] Panel 4 shows the fitted ‘‘viscous-like’’ (non recon-
nection) voltage FV. In fact, this voltage can have four
possible origins: (1) dayside reconnection generating open
field lines that is not well quantified by the ae* factor [e.g.,
Phan et al., 2005]; (2) nightside reconnection that, as
discussed above, closes open field lines but is not well
quantified by the bFPC
n factor, which, as pointed out by
Lockwood and Cowley [1992] and Fox et al. [1994], can
mimic viscous-like interaction flow patterns; (3) genuinely
viscous-like interaction moving closed field lines into the
geomagnetic tail; and (4) nightside reconnection pinching
off closed field lines that have been dragged into the tail by
viscous-like interaction [see, for example, Lockwood et al.,
1988].
[54] One notable feature of Figure 12d is that the inferred
FV is not independent of substorm phase and that, although
it often is in the range 20–25 kV, it falls to 12.5 kV in SCEs.
If this viscous voltage is assumed to be independent of
substorm phase, SCEs set an upper limit of the true viscous
voltage which is consistent with the voltage simulated by
Sonnerup et al. [2001] using MHD models in the absence of
any IMF (and hence magnetopause reconnection) and with
the voltage observed by Wygant et al. [1983] from satellite
data after prolonged intervals of northward IMF. In fact,
several previous studies have reported more restrictive
limits to this viscous-like voltage: Milan [2004] deduced
an upper limit of 10 kV from studies of the rate of
expansion and Hapgood and Lockwood [1993] and Mozer
et al. [1994] deduced even smaller values from observations
at the magnetospheric flanks (with proper allowance for
boundary motion effects on the measurement). Recently,
K. A. Drake et al. (The electrostatic potential drop across
the ionosphere signature of the low latitude boundary layer,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2008) found
a mean value near 10 kV for the 06-18 MLT meridian by
studying the mean voltage across the region of LLBL
precipitation.
[55] If we adopt a value of 10 kVof the derived FV being
due to a genuine viscous-like interaction acting on closed
field lines, the remainder is due to either FD or FN which
has not been adequately quantified by the fit procedure
employed here. We here explore two possible implications
of this idea. Firstly, a real viscous voltage of 10 kV would
mean that 14.30 kVof the inferred FV during growth phases
could be due to magnetopause reconnection and if added to
the detected FD, the mean dayside voltage in growth phases
would then exceed the mean nightside voltage by 27.10 kV
and the average growth phase rise of 3.25  108 Wb,
described above, would take 3.3 hours, which is more
Figure 12. The derived breakdown of mean voltages for different classes. From top to bottom: (a) the
observed total hFPCi (line) compared to hFDi + hFNi + hFVi (dots), where hFDi = hai he*i and hFNi = hbi
hbi hFPCi 2; (b) hFDi (thin line) compared to hFNi (thick line); (c) hFD+FVi (thin line) compared to hFNi
(thick line); (d) hFVi; and (e) hAUi (thin line) and hALi (thick line).
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typical of an integrated growth phase duration. Secondly,
his could also mean that 21.36 kVof the apparently viscous
voltage of 31.36 kV seen immediately after a substorm
recovery phase was due to nightside reconnection. Adding
this to the detected (FN  FD) = 0.46 kV for this phase
gives an excess nightside voltage of 20.90 kV. The mean
polar cap flux during the recovery phase is FPC = 8.94 
108 Wb and this must fall to the quiet time average of
5.30  108 Wb during the interval after the substorm/SCE
cycle. At the above inferred voltage this would take DFPC/
(FD  FN) = 4.83 hours. This is reasonably consistent with
the decay time constant of the excess flux following a
recovery phase. We conclude that using a genuine vis-
cous-like voltage of 10 kV, and assuming the other part of
the inferred FV comes from, respectively, magnetopause/
nightside reconnection during growth phases/expansion-
recovery phases gives plausible time constants for polar
cap expansion and contraction.
[56] Figure 12c compares FN with the sum (FD + FV)
which is the total flux transfer rate across the central
(convection) polar cap of both open and closed field lines.
The only exception to this is immediately after recovery
phases when, as discussed above, some of the inferred FV
appears to be due to FN. It can be seen that FN and (FD +
FV) are very similar indeed in postpeak substorm expansion
and recovery phases. The rough equality of (FD + FV) and
FN is consistent with Figure 6 in that the polar cap flux
doesn’t begin to decay until the end of the recovery phase.
As discussed earlier, this is also consistent with the survey
of 22 case studies by Milan et al. [2007]. There is an
interesting difference with SCEs for which FN is close to
twice (FD + FV). This would imply that SCEs are not
caused by a balance between dayside and nightside vol-
tages, rather because very large polar flux has accumulated
and this can drive dominant tail reconnection for an ex-
tended interval. Figure 6 shows that the polar cap flux in
SCEs, on average, is indeed larger than the peak seen during
substorm cycles and, given that FN is here found to depend
on FPC
2 , this gives a considerably enhanced FN. One reason
why the polar cap flux might grow exceptionally large prior
to steady convection events (which then drives a sustained
period of high FN) has been suggested by Milan et al.
[2008] from a study of a 10-day interval containing 49
substorms. They found evidence that suggests the tail may
become less unstable to reconnection if the ring current is
enhanced. This being the case, a delay is expected while the
ring current decays before an SCE can begin, or indeed
before tail reconnection can begin to reduce the accumulat-
ed open flux in many substorms.
11. Conclusions
[57] We have studied the average characteristics of the
transpolar voltage during the various phases of substorms and
steady convection events. The key findings are as follows:
[58] 1. All phases of substorms/SCEs show some indica-
tion of a contribution to the transpolar voltage by both the
dayside reconnection voltage FD (quantified by the modi-
fied interplanetary electric field, e*) or FN (quantified using
the polar cap flux, FPC). However, the probability of the
detection of each varies considerably during substorm/SCE
cycles.
[59] 2. Detection of the interplanetary influence via FD is
97% certain during quiet intervals and >99% certain during
substorm/SCE growth phases. However, it falls to 75%
during substorm expansion phases and, remarkably, is only
27% in SCEs.
[60] 3. Detection of the polar cap flux influence via FN is
only 19% certain during growth phases, rising to 86% in
expansion phases and 96% in recovery phases. During
SCEs it is >99%.
[61] 4. The second surprising finding about SCEs, and
one that is consistent with both points 2 and 3, is that the
transpolar voltage is dominated by FN. It therefore appears
that SCEs occur because of the accumulation of unusually
large FPC (which then takes a long time to be eroded away),
not because FD and FN attain roughly equal values. The rise
in average FD seen at the start of SCEs may help this build
up of a large FPC, but the chief reason appears to be a failure
of the first expansion to destroy sufficient open flux.
[62] 5. The substorm expansion phase appears, on aver-
age, to only halt the rise in FPC rather than reverse it, so, on
average, polar cap fluxes remain as high (actually slightly
higher) in recovery phases as they were at the end of the
growth phase. The main destruction of the excess open flux
appears to take place after the recovery phase in AL and to
take at least 5 hours. It is expected that if this destruction is
interrupted by a return to, or continued, southward IMF, a
shorter duration growth phase would ensue.
[63] 6. The influence of FPC on the transpolar voltage is
low in postrecovery quiet intervals and in other quiet
phases. This is consistent with the idea that the X line
closing open flux (what had been the NENL) has migrated
antisunward down the tail: as it does so the influence of FPC
on the magnetic shear across the X line diminishes. It is
expected that FPC and FN will then depend primarily on the
static pressure of the interplanetary medium. This will be
addressed in a subsequent paper.
[64] 7. The residual fit voltage FV is 20–25 kV in all
phases. However, the changes in FPC show that at least
some of this is undetected dayside or nightside voltage (in
the case of growth phases and postrecovery phases, respec-
tively) and not genuine viscous-like transport of closed field
lines into the tail. The required growth/shrink rates imply
the true viscous-like voltage is about 10 kV. The remainder
is supplied by the ability for reconnection to generate open
field lines at a low background rate, even when the IMF is
northward [e.g., Phan et al., 2005] and the fact that the
substorm cycle leaves the magnetosphere in a higher FPC
state, the excess being slowly removed by FN which
contributes to FPC [Lockwood and Cowley, 1992; Fox et
al., 1994].
[65] 8. The reduction of the coefficient a during intervals
of large FPC (Tables 1 and 2) supports the concept that
transpolar voltage saturation is due to magnetopause recon-
nection efficiency decreasing as the polar cap flux increases
[see Siscoe et al., 2004]. This feature is discussed further by
(Lockwood et al., submitted manuscript, 2008).
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